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ACO_Friday says:
::sits in the centre seat of the bridge, amazed again at all the toys Turner gets to play with. He glances back at his relatively naked chair, then settles in comfortably in his new, temporary seat::

CIV_Walker says:
::shuffles around at the Engineering station again::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::mutters to himself and checks his tricorder::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Anything to confirm Fraelins story doctor?

Fraelin says:
@::waits for word on events::

ACO_Friday says:
::sits, waiting for Walker's report on the phasers and their effectiveness::

CIV_Walker says:
::Checks read outs on the phasers again::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: He checks out sir, a few spikes where he told a few small lies probably or was nervous. Apart from that his story checks out

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: very well then

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: What can you tell me about a Ferengi shuttle landing 12 hours ago? Why weren't any alarms sounded?

CIV_Walker says:
::Looks up from the console, still typing:: XO: The firing sequence is complete, looks like the pipes are sealed and any further leakage contained.

ACO_Friday says:
CIV: Excellent. Any ideas on how to deal with what has already leaked into the atmosphere?

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: A Shuttle landed? I don't know of one scheduled to land. But I was in the chamber

CIV_Walker says:
XO: All we can do is let it rain - after that it's a case of damage control, trying to remove the contaminants from the soil and more importantly, the water table.

Fraeling says:
@ CEO: But we don't have alarms for such, everything that lands is scheduled

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: I would think that an unscheduled shuttle landing would set off some sort of security protocals.

ACO_Friday says:
::nods:: CIV: Get to work on a plan on how to do it.

CMO_Kymar says:
@Fraelin/CEO: Or somebody must have seen somthing...but they are probably dead by now or on that shuttle

CIV_Walker says:
XO: It's a long-term thing, commander, we probably don't even have the equipment to do so,

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: No, this is a civilian industrial facility..... no alarms installed

ACO_Friday says:
CIV: Design a long term plan then. We'll hand it over to the people on the planet - we'll be able to come up with ideas that are probably still ways ahead of them.

ACO_Friday says:
CIV: At least we should be able to. ::looks straight at him:: Right?

CPO_Jacelin says:
@ *CEO* We have a definate ID on the make and model of the shuttle, it is a Ferengi type IV mark 12

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: I'm sure after this that will change. I'm afraid I will have to agree with the doctor though. If everything that lands here is scheduled, then anything not scheduled would have been noticed.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::turns from the conversation and heads over to a quiet area where he taps his comm-badge:: *MO_D'oh*: I want you to ask all the survivors you find about a ferengi shuttle that landed in the facility. Use a lie-detector in the tricorders to make sure they tell the truth, dont let them know what your doing

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: I Presume so, But that would be handled by this hemisphere's  flight control

CIV_Walker says:
::audibly sighs:: XO: Maybe, but they're still going to need a lot of off-hand support from the federation scientific community.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CPO_Jacelin*: Any signs of residual life signs?

MO_D`oh says:
@ *CMO*: Aye, sir. I'll notify the team right away

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods to himself and walks back to the CEO and Fraelin::

CPO_Jacelin says:
@ *CEO* Nothing real credible, sir, the traces are too old and have too much chemical contamination.

ACO_Friday says:
CIV: Yes they will. And whatever ship is sent here will have to come up with a plan on their own. It'd be much better if we had one to hand over to them. Now get to work. ::turns away::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Where would flight control be located? Also I want a personnel list. Do you know of anyone that may have a reason to assist any sabotage efforts? A disgruntled employee perhaps?

CIV_Walker says:
::raises brow then looks back down at his console, feeling a little 'disliked' from Commander Friday but none-the-less, gets to work::

ACO_Friday says:
::almost turns back around to tell Walker he wouldn't be disliked if he did his job without complaining, but decides against it::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: about 3000KM to the ENE. There are always a few malcontents, but none that I would think capable of something such as this.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander, we have arrived at the shuttle site.  I have checked the computer records and this landing site is unauthorized, but it also looks like it has been used very frequently as well

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: I want you to go through the plant's personnel files and point out any of these malcontents.

CIV_Walker says:
::Starts searching through the QIb's minimal scientiffic database for reagents to work on the removal of the contaminants fom the soil and water, reviewing their side effects::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Very well, I need to go into that room there ::points to a door::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, when Fraelin has done that I want you to get your team to search for these individuals among the dead and the survivors. If there are any of them that have survived I want them brought to Lieutenant Augustus for questioning.

CIV_Walker says:
::keeps looking up from his console to see what is going on in front of him, kind of wondering what is going through Friday's mind and sort of paranoid of what is going on around him::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Understood Lieutenant. I may need someone for interrogation duty shortly.

Fraelin says:
@::enters room and starts shuffling through computer records::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: ::makes sure Fraelin can't hear and addresses Q'tor:: I've asked D'oh and his team to ask subtle questions to the survivors about the shuttle, they are using lie-detectors like me and I think that would be a better way to go about the questioning::

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander I am available for that if need be

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: For now doctor. But if Fraelin can point out any of the "malcontents" and they are among the survivors I want them questioned directly

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Aye, commander

Fraelin says:
@ ::prints out a hard copy of maybe 12 beings, all have an asterix in the upper right corner::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: I'll let you know as soon as we have anything Lieutenant.

CIV_Walker says:
::sets the computer to compile a list of reagents rather than searching each one, inputting the search parameters as those to counteract the contaminant agents::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::walks over to the room where Fraelin is::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Here you are ::hands him the copies::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::handing a PADD with instructions to be followed up on to Jacin::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::walks over to Fraelin and Q'tor::

CIV_Walker says:
::sits back in the chair while the computer works, taking the time to stretch a little bit::

ACO_Friday says:
::watches the planet on the viewscreen, sighing at the destruction::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::looks over the list and then hands it to the CMO:: CMO: Doctor, get a copy of this to each member of your team, along with all security personnel. Look for these individuals.

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: See the asterix in the upper right hand corner? We all knew what that meant, troublemaker.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Understood.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::takes the paper from Q'tor and sends the personnel files of each of the people to his team and security using the computer on his forearm::

CIV_Walker says:
::gets side tracked from his work while he relaxes a bit, thinking about home and plans for the next time he gets to visit earth, about his nice big house and the beach and the barbeques and his friends::

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM: QIb:*ACO*: Commander Friday, can you or have you checked for a warp signature from a Ferengi shuttle

ACO_Friday says:
::almost tells Walker to get back to work, but lets him take a little break. As long as he does get back to work soon::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: *CIV*: Q'tor to QIb. I need someone to contact the flight control center for this hemisphere. I need to know why no alerts were sounded, or any security protocols activated when an unscheduled shuttle approached the planet.

ACO_Friday says:
COMM: CTO: We haven't yet, hold on I will now. ::mutes the comm and looks over at Dubek, the science officer on duty, who has gotten to work::

CIV_Walker says:
::Just rests his eyes for a minute and then snaps out of it as Q`tor filters through on the comm, pressing the comm panel to talk to him:: *AT* CEO: Ok, who?

ACO_Friday says:
::gets the report from the science officer and relays it to Augustus:: COMM: CTO: Ok Gladius...we've found something weird up here. Coming into your location is a double warp signature. Coming out is only one.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*QIb*: CIV: The flight control center for this hemisphere Mr. Walker.

CIV_Walker says:
*AT:CEO: I'll, uhm, I'll get right on it.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*QIb* CIV: I want to know why an unscheduled shuttle landing at a major chemical plant didn't raise any eyebrows.

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:QIb:*ACO*: One of the same that entered or a seperate signature

CIV_Walker says:
*AT*:CEO: Ok, I'll get back to you shortly...

CMO_Kymar says:
@::walks over to a corner and checks in with the recovery team on survivors::

CIV_Walker says:
::Turns to a view screen next to him and opens up a commlink to the planetary communications centre::

ACO_Friday says:
COMM: CTO: Looks like the same. Very similar if it's not.

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Walks over the area, thinking::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Now that we have the immediate danger being dealt with, perhaps you could assist in assesing the damage done here, and any recovery/clean up that will need to be done

CTO_Augustus says:
@Self: Two coming in one leaving

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Surely, This door leads to the main controls room ::opens door and enters::

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:QIb:*ACO*: commander can you scan as you are in orbit to find the departure vector of the second shuttle?

CMO_Kymar says:
@COMM: QIb: Doctor Kymar to the QIb, I need you to run a scan for lifesigns in the vicinity of the recovery team. It should aid them in the search for survivors. Please relay sensor information to team, make sure they know who is where

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::follows into the main control room and notices red alert lights flashing everywhere::

Planet Comm Centre says:
@ COMM: Civ: Yes?

ACO_Friday says:
::looks over at the science officer again, already at work::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Hmmmm. actually it is not as bad as it looks, other than the destruction, the rain helped immeasurably

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: have all of these been secured? ::motions towards the myriad of flashing lights::

CIV_Walker says:
::Taken a back by the abruptness but talks properly and politely the way his mother taught him, something rarely seen by others:: COMM: ComCentre: Hello, my name is Lucas Walker, I'd like to be put through to the Flight Control Department for the Northern Hemisphere, please.

CTO_Augustus says:
@Self: Two come in using the same entery vector and only one leaves on it, wher e did the second go to and how::Starts scanning the area for traces of a signature::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Most of those are low pressure alarms on the tanks and pipes that were destroyed

ACO_Friday says:
COMM: CTO: Ok I've got your answer Gladius, the second signature goes back on almost the same course it came in on.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Lieutenant, any further news?

Planet Comm Centre says:
@ COMM: Civ: One moment, Please

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Gladius starts walking back and forth listening to his answers to his questions::

CIV_Walker says:
::Sits, watching the 'Please hold while we transfer your call' screen::

North Sector 1 Lane Control says:
@ COMM:CIV: Northsector One Lanes

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander, I need a few more moments

SO_Dubek says:
COMM: CMO: Doctor, I have the results from your scan, transferring them to you now. ::does it::

CIV_Walker says:
::mumbles to himself for a moment:: Self: whatever happened to good old hold mus... ::stops when the comm comes back, going back to being polite again::COMM:FlightOps: Hello I'd lke to speak to the person in charge please, if that is possible?

North Sector 1 Lane Control says:
@ COMM:CIV: Speaking, I am the duty officer

CMO_Kymar says:
@COMM: QIb: *SO_Dubek*: Thank you, Ensign. Recieving them now. Make sure you forward it too all the members of the EVA team

SO_Dubek says:
COMM: CMO: Yes sir. ::copies the results to the entire medical contingent on the planet::

CTO_Augustus says:
@Self: Signatures on top of each otherm so what are they trying to hide and why?

CMO_Kymar says:
@COMM: QIb: *SO_Dubek*: Thanks again, Ensign. Kymar out

CIV_Walker says:
COMM:FlightOps: I'm making some enquiries as part of Starfleets investigation into the recent explosion on your planet. Our investigation has resulted in finding that there was an outside party involved, landing on your planet in a shuttle craft, we'd like to know why no-one seemed to be informed of the crafts entry into your airspace and why there was no warning given.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::taps his comm badge:: *MO_D'oh*: You and your team should be getting scans from the ships sensors. Use them to locate survivors, go for the weakest life-signs first to make sure that we get as many people as possible to safety

CTO_Augustus says:
@Self: Klingon timers/detonators, Vulcan mining explosives, both common enoughm and unauthorized Ferengi shuttle runs, now why doesn't that sound right?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Still studying the flashing lights:: Fraelin: So all ruptures have been secured. What about clean up efforts? How soon will they be able to get underway?

North Sector 1 Lane Control says:
@ COMM:CIV: We have begun ivestigation of the tracks in that area already, the tapes seem to show that  the most traffic in that area was a shuttlecraft that had transitted some 8 or 9 hours before

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:QIb:*ACO*: Commander can you pull up anything on pirating operations in this area and or suspected terrorist groups

MO_D`oh says:
@ *CMO*: This should help, sir. We have already found 2 more survivors since recieving these scans. D'oh out

CIV_Walker says:
COMM:FlightOps: Did you get any form of Identification on the shuttle craft?

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander, canyou get a validated count of station shuttles and the types, then verify if they are all accounted for

North Sector 1 Lane Control says:
@ COMM:CIV:  Indeed we did , it had a legitamate bill of lading to a plant that it was to make a delivery to and it went there and returned , right on schedule.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Standby Lieutenant

ACO_Friday says:
COMM: CTO: Yep stand by. ::taps a few things on the arm of his chair, reading off the results::

CIV_Walker says:
COMM:FlightOps: There was nothing anomolous in your recordings?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Where would I find the plant's shuttle information?

CMO_Kymar says:
@::talks to himself for a bit, running things over in his brain::

North Sector 1 Lane Control says:
@ COMM:CIV: Nothing that we can trace, but we don't have the latest gear here, maybe I can send you a copy?

CIV_Walker says:
COMM: FlightOps: That would be very helpful, thank you.

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: We don't have any shuttles, we have the pads so that shuttles can land here to pick up or deliver

North Sector 1 Lane Control says:
@ COMM:CIV: ::transmits:: Sending now, also sending you the outbound destinations of all ships that departed within the last 24 hours

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::shakes his head in disbelief...even the Klingons kept emergency evac shuttles at their plants::

ACO_Friday says:
COMM: CTO: Doesn't look like there's anything here. I'll keep looking though.

CIV_Walker says:
COMM:FlightOps: Very well, thank you for your time and assistance, sir. Walker out. ::Closes the comm channel::

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander, request permission to return to the QIb.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Lietenant, the plant has no shuttles of any type assigned

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Have you found something?

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: This is a commercial concern, the most they might put here wouls be an executive model for the plant manager.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Just a hunch sir, I have to retrieve something from my quarters

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Where would that shuttle be?

CIV_Walker says:
::Looks over at Friday, continuing to speak posh and polite for a moment:: XO: Commander Friday, I've been in contact with the Flight Control Centre for the Northen Hemisphere of the planet, they report nothing anomolous in their skies. ::suddenly realises how polite he sounds and changes his tone with a bit of over compensation:: They've, they've err sent me the data recordings for analysis by our computers.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Permission granted, but couldn't you just have it beamed down to your location?

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: He didn't have one

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO*: No sir

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Thank you

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:QIb: *ACO*: one to beam up sir

ACO_Friday says:
CIV: Ok. You're not likely to find anything blatent, so take a real good look at them. ::pauses, then adds:: Nicely done to get the records too.

ACO_Friday says:
::gets the transporter chief to beam Augustus up::

CIV_Walker says:
::Frowns before getting back to work, feeling uneasy about being praised, not being used to it, taking a deep breath::XO :Ok, I'll inform Q`tor.

CIV_Walker says:
*AT*CEO: Walker to Q`tor.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*QIb* CIV: Q'tor here, go ahead

CTO_Augustus says:
::arrives on the QIb and heads right to his quarters at a dead run::

CIV_Walker says:
*AT*CEO: I've been in contact with the Flight Operations Centre for the Northern Hemisphere, they report nothing anomolous but they have sent me their recordings for further analysis. I'll apply a few filters, see if we can come up with anything.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::recieves another update on casualties and survivors, he records the information and gets back to thinking::

CTO_Augustus says:
::arriving in his quarters Gladius pulls from his safe a PADD, this PADD has all the info from Commander Rodz' disappearance and kidnapping.::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*QIb* CIV: Thank you Mr. Walker, keep me informed.
															           							Pause Mission						           


